
Luxury tour operator, Elegant Resorts launches the 
world’s greatest oceanic adventures with modern-day 

Neptune and professional waterman, Mark Healey.

For more information, please contact: angela.jones@elegantresorts.co.uk or Jo.James@onemenagerie.com

P R E S S  R E L E A S E

March 2016: The UK’s leading luxury tour operator, 
Elegant Resorts, is pushing the boundaries of high-
end adventure and experiential travel, through a unique 
collaboration with Mark Healey.

An intrepid explorer, born and raised on the North Shore of 
Oahu, the Pacifi c Ocean shaped Mark’s world. A professional 
big-wave surfer, champion spear fi sherman, Great White 
rider, free-diver, conservationist, Hollywood stuntman and 
adventure fi lm star in the forthcoming big-wave surf epic, 
‘Atlas Rising’, Mark has unparalleled experience of the ocean.

For over two decades, Mark has been redefi ning ocean 
sports; his passion has led to the creation of Healey Water 
Ops (HWO), established to provide clients with an exciting, 
immersive, safe and trusted opportunity to explore the oceans 
in ways previously inaccessible to the general public. 

Working with Elegant Resorts, HWO delivers more than just a 
luxury holiday; clients can learn how to catch bigger waves, 
bigger fi sh and dive deeper than ever before, all while gaining 
a new appreciation for our watery planet. 

Two exceptional itineraries – Ultimate Surf Safari and Ultimate 
Dive Tour – have been crafted in Mark’s home of Hawaii. 
Combining Elegant Resorts’ signature quality and luxury with 
the unique knowledge, expertise and passion of Mark and his 
team, these world exclusive itineraries deliver incomparable 
opportunities for ocean exploration and adventure. 

About Elegant Resorts

Elegant Resorts has been passionately 
defi ning luxury private travel for over 
28 years. Renowned for its personal 
and trusted approach to selecting 

every hotel and resort, recommended 
by a specialist team of over 100 travel 
experts, Elegant Resorts ensures each 

luxury holiday is crafted to deliver 
exceptional quality and experiences 

to a discerning clientele.

About Healey Water Ops

Established by legendary big-wave 
surfer and expert waterman, Mark 

Healey, HWO brings together a unique 
team of legendary watermen and 

women, who are dedicated to off ering 
unparalleled ocean adventures around 
the world, providing instruction, at all 

levels, in these exhilarating sports. 

• Learn to surf, dive, spearfi sh and more with world-class legends of the ocean

• Once-in-a-lifetime experiences for multi-generational families

• Dedicated itineraries in Mark’s native Hawaii with Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts


